DEFINED CONTRIBUTION: SERIES ON RETIREMENT SECURITY

NISA’s Target Date Glidepath
Designed for Retirement Security
The retirement landscape is shifting, as the workforce grows older and increasingly relies on its
defined contribution plans for retirement security. NISA’s target date glidepath design seeks to manage
risks that undermine the ultimate goal of retirement: sustainable and stable income. Our multi-asset
and risk-controlled solutions can be employed in the design of your plan’s default option to help
participants engage and plan for greater retirement confidence.

Introduction
What do defined contribution participants want? When we began thinking about our
glidepath framework, we started with that simple question. There is a wide and growing
body of economic, demographic, and attitudinal research on this question, but it can all
be distilled into two words: retirement security.
What do participants need to build and maintain retirement security? That is the question
we built our glidepath framework around. And while multiple factors play a part,
increasingly we think that your plan’s default and glidepath construction are the key to
achieving predictable and flexible income for participants in retirement.
While this may seem obvious and perhaps similar to the investment objective of your
existing glidepath, the difference lies principally in how the risks are defined and
managed. Many traditional glidepaths shift over the lifecycle from growth-seeking to
capital-preserving assets with the predominant view of risk, defined as the volatility of
account balance. This emphasis on account balance may have been appropriate then,
but that singular accumulation objective may no longer apply to many plans. As the
average age of participants has risen and the number of participants with a defined
benefit plan has decreased, it’s not a surprise that the more appropriate objective has
become retirement income.
We approach glidepath design by putting the need for sustainable and stable retirement
income front and center. The end result is a glidepath designed to
1.
2.
3.

align with your plan’s objectives;
address participant’s needs to accumulate sufficient savings to retire and provide
for needed spending throughout retirement; and
be a default option aimed at overcoming behavioral hurdles that hinder
participants’ ability to achieve the best retirement outcome.

In this paper, we will provide our research and methodology for how NISA can tailor a
glidepath for your plan’s goals and participants’ needs for greater retirement security. In
subsequent papers, we will consider the risks in retirement and ways to better meet
participants’ needs for the stability of income in retirement that they can’t outlive.
Additionally, we will explore the participant experience and how reframing outcomes in
terms of retirement income can be simple and engaging to help participants get on and
stay on track to greater financial wellness. We believe this holistic approach to glidepath,
plan, and communication design can provide material improvements in retirement
outcomes for participants—and move us one step closer to true retirement security.
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Many Risks to Retirement Security

To understand how to
address the risks that
participants face,
we worked backwards from
their desired outcome:
a secure retirement.

To understand what risks a glidepath should manage, we like to work backwards from
the desired outcome: a secure retirement. In our eyes, retirement security involves stable
yet flexible income during an individual’s retirement so that someone can meet their
needs for predictable spending, have access to retirement savings for unexpected needs,
and not risk outliving their assets. This goal is affected by the risks of under-saving and
under-planning well before retirement. We think retirement income is the centerpiece of
any program designed to provide retirement security.
With this broader objective in mind, the traditional investment risk of market volatility
becomes only one of many threats that participants face over their working lives and in
retirement. We believe that the risks that can undermine retirement security fall into
three interconnected categories. The first, market and shortfall risk, represents the threat
that adverse market movements could negatively affect retirement account balances or
erode the power of today’s dollars to deliver future income.
The second category we can call longevity risk and loss of control, under which falls the
risk of participants outliving their assets and, alternatively, losing flexibility with and
autonomy over their assets because they have purchased an annuity. The third bucket is
the risk of under-saving and under-planning, which can occur because participants
can’t easily translate savings into income and can’t take action with the confidence of
“save more today to spend more tomorrow.”

Exhibit I: Solving the Retirement Security Puzzle

Market risk and
shortfall risk

Retirement
Security
Longevity risk
and loss
of control

Under-saving and
under-planning
risks

Designing a glidepath around only market risk leaves a lot of unmanaged risks on the
table. Rather than focusing on this single risk to the exclusion of all of the others, we
believe a glidepath should have a more holistic design around the broader risks to
retirement security.

Glidepath Construction in a Multi-Risk World
Not surprisingly, the risks that can threaten retirement security are often competing and
changing throughout the lifecycle. As we see in Exhibit II, what may be a safe approach
to one risk can be a risky approach to another. And some of these can work at crosspurposes—for example, short duration fixed income can be considered a way to reduce
market/account balance risk, yet also increases income risk, by which we mean the
ability to maintain desired purchasing power in retirement.
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Exhibit II: Selected Risk Matrix
Risks

Safer relative to given risk

Riskier relative to given risks

Market /
account
balance risk

Short duration
fixed income

Stocks

Inflation risk

Real assets, TIPS

Nominal cash flow securities

Shortfall risk

Savings rate

Increased equity allocation

Income risk

Long duration
fixed income

Short duration fixed income /
stocks

Longevity hedged

Stocks / withdrawal rules / nonlifetime-guaranteed investments

Longevity risk

If we want a glidepath design that delivers true retirement security for participants, it
needs to balance the full range of risks over the lifecycle. This multi-risk perspective is
the foundation of NISA’s glidepath design approach.

Perhaps the biggest
risk to participants’
retirement security
comes from not
managing risks.

At a high level, our glidepath will look familiar because—like others—it’s based on the
principles of human capital theory. Human capital represents one’s ability to earn
income over time, such that for the front end of a working career, human capital could
be considered similar to a long duration bond. As participants age and their human
capital is converted to financial capital, a larger portion of wealth becomes invested in
lower risk assets to compensate for the reduced allocation to human capital.
We approach glidepath design as an ongoing tradeoff between growth-seeking assets
largely focused on managing the return and volatility of retirement savings and incomeoriented assets focused on ensuring the certainty and sustainability of income in
retirement. Increasingly, and in keeping with a broader definition of retirement security
risks, this can be viewed as a trade-off between savings rate and investment risk—the
more you save, the less risk you have to take. A plan’s unique objectives and participant
demographics largely drive the composition and allocation of each component.

Exhibit III: Glidepath Fundamentals
Allocation, %
100%

Incomeoriented

Plan objectives
Plan design and
demographics

75%

50%

Growthseeking

Capital markets

25%

0%

40

30

20
10
Years
until retirement

10
20
Years after
retirement

Source: NISA.

A critical question is what makes up the income-oriented portion of a glidepath
allocation. Short duration bonds play this role when capital preservation is the goal.
However, when retirement income becomes part of the objective, honing in on what
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defines “risky” is central to how the glidepath shifts over time and addresses the risks that
threaten retirement security. The composition of income-oriented assets is one way we
can address multiple risks, by finding the appropriate balance between assets that can
manage retirement income risk, inflation risk, and account balance risk.
While core and other short duration bonds are typically considered a safer bet for
dampening short-term account volatility, they are not safe as the foundation for essential
spending needs over the 20 to 30 years of life in retirement. We have explored this
concept in our earlier papers like Refocusing on Retirement Income Risk.1 The key point
is that there is an unavoidable tradeoff between bonds that have lower volatility in
account balance terms versus bonds that are less volatile in future income terms. Relying
on short duration bonds may be a good way to preserve today’s account balance, but
they can expose participants to massive swings in future retirement income as interest
rates change. A better orientation for the fixed income, we believe, is matching the
duration to the participants’ life expectancy.

We approach the
glidepath as an
allocation between
assets designed to
grow savings and assets
designed to provide
the potential stability of
income in retirement.

It’s also worth asking what counts as “lower risk” in terms of the other risks that can affect
retirement outcomes. Inflation risk, for example, is something that can be addressed
holistically by considering the inflation properties of growth assets and, if warranted,
designing the income-oriented assets with inflation linked instruments. Likewise, we
can lessen other risks by making deliberate choices about what assets to include and
what emphasis to place on them.

NISA’s Glidepath Composition and Asset Allocation
Let’s explore in more detail how we approach glidepath composition decisions. We take
a fairly standard approach to constructing an optimal growth-seeking portfolio based on
an efficient frontier informed by our capital market assumptions. Combining theory with
practice, we use forward-looking assumptions for how these asset classes will perform in
the future while testing for reasonableness and prudence against the historical data and
relationships.
We rely on a few core tenets for our multi-asset return assumption framework. For one,
we believe that yield curves contain useful information about the probable path and time
profile of expected fixed income returns, and should inform forward-looking estimates
of returns. Another aspect is that equity valuation (e.g. P/E ratios) and other asset
valuation techniques matter. Changes in valuation measures can be indications of
changing levels of demand for compensation for risk. We also rely on option markets to
provide market-based forward-looking estimates of risk. We find these sources
invaluable when calibrating risk measures.
Behavioral factors and spending patterns are also something we consider in our
glidepath design process. As a number of retirement spending studies have shown,
participant spending in retirement is less neat than it would seem at first glance.2 Broadly
speaking, a retiree’s budget can be viewed as a basket of goods and services on a
continuum from essential spending for basic living needs to the more discretionary
spending on non-necessities. While some essential expenses are more predictable and
smooth in their consumption (think food and housing), others are more uneven and
harder to anticipate (for example, healthcare). Discretionary spending which is often
driven by lifestyle choices has less of a need for certainty and may include categories
such as transportation, leisure, and charitable giving. The post-retirement blend of assets
must provide both the steady stream of income to meet fixed expenses while offering the
flexible upside to satisfy discretionary ones when possible.
With all that in the mix, we break down assets into two key categories: income-oriented
and growth-seeking.3 Income-oriented asset classes provide highly predictable cash

1
Other papers, including Long Live Longevity Annuities, The Beauty of the Bundle, and Regulators Pave
the Road to Retirement Income have touched on this idea as well.
2
See the Employee Benefit Research Institute’s study, “Change in Household Spending After Retirement:
Results from a Longitudinal Sample,” for a good look at how heterogeneous retiree spending patterns
can be.
3
If you like, replace growth-seeking with “risky,” and income-oriented with “less risky.”
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It is often assumed that
people spend in retirement
like they did while working,
adjusted for inflation. But
retirement spending studies
have shown that it is more
complicated than this
simple rule of thumb.

flows (i.e. subject to little default risk) and gravitate toward fixed income focused around
life expectancy over the bulk of a participant’s lifecycle. US Treasuries and investment
grade corporate bonds comprise this bucket. We include TIPS (Treasury Inflation
Protected Securities)—the ultimate tool for addressing inflation risk—in this category as
well.
Growth seeking assets, on the other hand, are best thought of as the assets that provide
the highest rate of return potential for a given level of risk after implementation costs.
Efficient market theory suggests that the hypothetical “market portfolio” is a reasonable
starting point for this allocation. Our philosophy is to stop including additional asset
classes when the complexity and cost of implementing them exceeds the contribution to
portfolio efficiency. The growth-seeking universe includes equities (domestic large and
small cap and international developed and emerging), high yield fixed income,
commodities, and REITs.
The composition of the asset allocation shifts over time based on the need for certainty
of income in retirement. See Exhibit IV for an illustrative example of such a glidepath.

Exhibit IV: An Illustrative Glidepath Designed for Retirement Security
Allocation, %
100%

Citigroup 20+ STRIPS
Barclays
Long Credit

Domestic equity

Barclays
Aggregate,
TIPS

75%

50%

International equity
25%

Commodities, real estate, high-yield
0%

40

30

20
Years
until retirement

10

10
Years after
retirement

201

Source: NISA analysis.

Note how the constituents within each broader category change over the participant’s
lifecycle, trading an emphasis on growth-seeking assets for a greater allocation to the
income-oriented bucket. Importantly, though, a sizeable allocation to growth-seeking
assets may remain at and through retirement.

Conclusion
NISA’s glidepath framework is designed around the goal of sustainable and stable
retirement income. By taking a risk-controlled and multi-asset approach to glidepath
construction, we can build a glidepath intended to meet your plan’s objectives and
participants’ need to secure retirement confidence and satisfy necessary spending
throughout retirement.
While much has changed since ERISA was enacted more than 40 years ago, “Retirement
Income Security” remains at its center. As the retirement landscape shifts away from the
defined benefit era, the needs and interests of participants, sponsors, and policymakers
have all aligned around this same objective of retirement income. We believe our
approach to glidepath design gives sponsors a framework in which their investment
default can evolve to help employees achieve the goal of retirement: sustainable and
stable income.
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In future papers we will dive deeper into the risks, provide views on the changing
regulatory landscape, and show you how income-focused communications can be
simple and engaging. Please look for our next paper in this series that will explore the
design of the income-oriented allocation, which aims to provide stable retirement
income, and investigate ways to potentially mitigate or eliminate the risk of outliving
retirement savings.
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Selected NISA Papers
Our papers can be found on the Library section of our website at www.nisa.com/library.























The Full Picture on Partial Buyouts (November 2015)
Regulators Pave the Road to Retirement Income (May 2015)
Credit Where It’s Due (March 2015)
Pension Buyout Reality Check (December 2014)
The Beauty of the Bundle (December 2014)
Long Live Longevity Annuities (September 2014)
Refocusing on Retirement Income Risk (April 2014)
Cash on the Barrelhead (February 2014)
At the Crossroads (August 2013)
Putting Longevity Risk in its Place (April 2013)
Contribution Relief with a Catch (March 2013)
Defining the Pension De-Risking Spectrum (January 2013)
The Credit Rating Impact of Pension De-Risking (January 2013)
Efficient Tax Management in Taxable VEBA Portfolios (November 2012)
Funding Relief and Implications for Pension Investing (October 2012)
PSRX Overview and PSRX Guide (September 2012)
Corporate Bond Scarcity? The Case for Separating Interest Rate and Spread Risks (August 2012)
Prospective Funded Status Volatility (October 2011)
Break-even Yield Curve (August 2011)
Dynamic Liability Driven Investing (July 2011)
Interest Rate Hedges (May 2009)
Considerations Surrounding Corporate Bonds in Pensions (December 2008)

About NISA Investment Advisors, L.L.C.
NISA Investment Advisors, L.L.C., is an independent investment manager focused on risk-controlled asset management.
We manage assets for large institutional investors. Client portfolios include investment-grade fixed income, derivative
overlays and indexed equity. NISA is 100% employee-owned and is based in St. Louis, Missouri.

Disclaimer
with the understanding that with respect to the material
provided herein, that you will make your own
independent decision with respect to any course of
action in connection herewith and as to whether such
course of action is appropriate or proper based on your
own judgment, and that you are capable of
understanding and assessing the merits of a course of
action. NISA Investment Advisors, L.L.C. does not
purport to be experts in, and does not provide, tax, legal,
accounting or any related services or advice. Tax, legal or
accounting related statements contained herein are
made for analysis purposes only and are based upon
limited knowledge and understanding of these topics.
You may not rely on the statements contained herein.
NISA Investment Advisors, L.L.C. shall not have any
liability for any damages of any kind whatsoever relating
to this material. You should consult your advisors with
respect to these areas. By accepting this material, you
acknowledge, understand and accept the foregoing.

This material has been prepared by NISA Investment
Advisors, L.L.C. This document is for information and
illustrative purposes only and does not purport to show
actual results. It is not, and should not be regarded as
investment advice or as a recommendation regarding
any particular security or course of action. Opinions
expressed herein are current opinions as of the date
appearing in this material only and are subject to change
without notice. Reasonable people may disagree about
the opinions expressed herein. In the event any of the
assumptions used herein do not prove to be true, results
are likely to vary substantially. All investments entail risks.
There is no guarantee that investment strategies will
achieve the desired results under all market conditions
and each investor should evaluate its ability to invest for
a long term especially during periods of a market
downturn. No representation is being made that any
account, product, or strategy will or is likely to achieve
profits, losses, or results similar to those discussed, if any.
No part of this document may be reproduced in any
manner, in whole or in part, without the prior written
permission of NISA Investment Advisors, L.L.C., other
than to your employees. This information is provided
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